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WHY NOT DISCLOSE THE COMPANY NAME?
Many of our clients request anonymity since they find Primary Intelligence’s services to be such a competitive 

advantage. They are hesitant to publicly disclose to its competitors of the partnership. However, the contents of this 

report and the outcome the client realized are true.

An auto collision/claims software company was looking for a solution 
that would enable them to win more deals and increase revenue. The 
company selected Primary Intelligence to improve the sales processes 
needed to close more sales opportunities through a comprehensive win 
loss analysis program.

IN A NUTSHELL
When an auto claims software company first embarked on a win loss analysis program, its senior vice pres-

ident of casualty sales was apprehensive about the program’s sustainability and the sales team’s receptive-

ness. 

Once the company was fully engaged in the program, the SVP, the executive team, and key stakeholders in-

cluding the sales reps, realized the ongoing benefits of customer feedback, buyer intelligence, and discovery 

sessions. The sales team now embraces the insights and has improved their sales game including winning a 

highly competitive multi-million dollar deal they had lost on every previous attempt to win the business.

The SVP has now embraced Win Loss Analysis as the keystone to sales enablement, brand messaging, and 

revenue increase. 

Problem
Executive management were skeptics, sales 

lacked understanding and buy-in on Win Loss 

Analysis

Insights
Executives should lead by example, sales and 

account management teams need to be agile 

responders, improve areas of weakness

Outcomes
Won highly competitive multi-million dollar deal, 

improved product messaging and sales process-

es, closing more deals

Solution
Implement a Win Loss program, use discovery 

sessions to enlist sales team buy-in
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THE PROBLEM
Executive management were skeptics, sales lacked understanding and 
buy-in on Win Loss Analysis

Previous experience with Win Loss Analysis caused doubts—Win Loss is not about 
punishing sales! 
The SVP’s first experience with win loss analysis occurred over 20 years ago when he was a sales represen-

tative for another company. He noted that the program didn’t resonate with the sales team since manage-

ment used the insights to berate the reps rather than as a training tool. He shared, “We had a six-man region 

when we had that first meeting, and by the end of the month, we had two, me and another guy.’”

At the company, he realized the brand was strong, but he did not understand why they did not have more 

brand equity in their market space. Additionally, his reps were very good at building strong relationships, yet 

he had no insights into why he was still losing some of those deals.

Initial reaction to the Win Loss program was tepid 
Before he first engaged Primary Intelligence, the SVP was skeptical about a win loss program being sustain-

able. At the time, the software company was experiencing a trend where they lost deals even though they 

were certain the sales presentation went smoothly and the solution fully matched the prospect’s business 

needs. He reflected on the win loss program from 20 years prior where there had been some successes, and 

decided to deploy a program to better understand their brand’s position in the market, gain insights into 

why they were winning and losing deals, and help shape the direction of sales. 

Many members of the sales team began to see success as a result of the win loss program. However, there 

were quite a few sales people who were still tepid about win loss.

“Whether you’ve got 10 or 10,000 sales reps, it 

doesn’t matter how big your organization is, 

these are principles that I know work, because 

I’ve now seen them work.”
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THE SOLUTION
Implement a Win Loss program, use discovery sessions to enlist sales team 
buy-in

Sales Team’s Initial Reaction to Win Loss Program was Doubt
Upon introducing the program, the SVP realized that proper planning, gaining stakeholder buy-in, and deliv-

ering consistent insights to the sales reps would be critical to the success of the program and would need to 

be a constant priority.

During the introductory meeting with the sales team, he asked numerous questions as to why they were 

winning and losing opportunities. He divided the deals from the previous 18 months into three groups: 

winning deals, losing deals, and the most valuable deals they needed to win. His most important question 

to the team: why are we not winning more? The answers were mixed, but none were based upon insights or 

real buyer data. They were opinions. 

The SVP shared his first experience with win loss and told the team that the company would be implement-

ing a win loss analysis program with Primary Intelligence. The sales team’s initial response? “They (prospects) 

are never going to talk to us. They’re not going to tell us what we need to know.”  He quickly realized his first 

priority was to convince the team to buy-in to the program.

Discovery sessions and inclusion became keys to enthusiastic participation in their Win Loss 
program
The SVP constantly reminded the sales team and the organization that winning a deal is not just about a 

salesperson signing a contract. Winning deals also requires the inclusion of legal, product management, 

product development, and implementation. He said, “It’s everyone working together to address and build that 

confidence within the customer or prospect to choose us.”  He emphasized to the team that the more they un-

derstand the prospect/customer, the more successful they’ll become. 

“Your employees must come onboard as team 

members, and they should have some buy-in. 

They won’t have 100 percent buy-in on day one. 

That’s just a given. Don’t expect that. They need 

to see the impact on their opportunities. That’s 

what sales guys want to do. They want to say, 

‘How is this helping me close more deals? How 

is it helping my other team members close more 

deals?’”
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The software company held a discovery session (post-sales debrief ) with all key stakeholders and their 

Primary Intelligence team where they gathered strategic insights around a highly competitive and elusive 

multi-million dollar opportunity they had lost every time they had pitched to the prospect. During the next 

sales huddle, he informed his team that insights from the discovery session led him to believe they could 

win this account if given the opportunity. 

The SVP worked with his sales reps to formulate an action plan based upon the insight from the discovery 

session to revive the conversation with that prospect. The company took the intelligence gained from win 

loss analysis and aligned their approach more closely to the buyer’s expectations. As a result they were final-

ly able to win this coveted account.

INSIGHTS
Executives Should Lead by Example, Sales and Account Management 
Teams Need to be Agile Responders, Improve Areas of Weakness

Once the Primary Intelligence Win Loss program was fully engaged, buyer feedback revealed the sales team 

needed to simplify and shorten the presentation and instead spend more time delving into the buyer’s 

needs. The first step was to share this feedback with every key player. Once the teams detached emotion 

from fact, they could uncover trends and develop sales strategies that led to winning more deals. 

After a few months of conducting the win loss program, Primary Intelligence began diving deeper into the 

quantitative and qualitative data. Through this, the company recognized the need for process changes and 

better collaboration. He shared, “The turning point for our team was when we heard numerous times that we 

are too complicated and our approach was confusing for the buyer.”  The software company had to simplify and 

align their process and messaging if they were going to stay competitive.

“Themes were starting to evolve. Our sales 

pitches were too complex and we did not listen 

long enough to learn their business. That’s one 

of the biggest points we heard.” 
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OUTCOMES
Won Highly Competitive Multi-Million Dollar Deal, Improved Product 
Messaging and Sales Processes, Closing More Deals

The company has made discovery sessions a priority and the key players now participate actively. Additionally, 

they eagerly use the insights to improve and refine core processes to align with buyer needs and expectations.

The SVP stated that because they prioritized win loss and heard the buyer’s unfiltered feedback, they were able 

to finally win that elusive multi-million dollar sales opportunity. He observed that this one pivotal experience 

validated the win loss process and became the model for the sales team on future deals. He said, “We’ve had 

great comments from their (the customer’s) leader to our general manager.” A customer said, “Your teams are en-

gaged. You’re asking the right questions. You’re working with us. We feel like this is a new partnership.”

News spread internally about the mega deal, and the sales reps began to understand the power and potential 

of a properly executed win loss program. They now utilize win loss as an integral part of their sales toolkit to 

help them win more deals.

Since teaming up with Primary Intelligence, the win loss program has helped the software company grow its 

business. He shared, “Things change and you’ve got to change with them. You’ve got to keep listening. We continue 

to facilitate impactful change so that salespeople become believers. When they meet their quotas and you can con-

nect it to something that they did differently, that’s a big deal.”

“This has been a big learning experience for me 

as a leader, that we should have been doing win 

loss analysis a long time ago, to be listening to 

others. A third party can get information that 

we’ll never glean from any interaction with a 

customer.”
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About Primary Intelligence
Primary Intelligence delivers outcomes for B2B marketing, sales, and product leaders, guiding clients on 

ways to win more deals and retain more revenue. Through Win Loss Analysis and Customer Experience 

Analysis, Primary Intelligence speaks directly to buyers and sellers to uncover insights, root causes, and the 

path to improvement. Expert consultants initiate transformation in Fortune 500 companies, including 10 of 

the Fortune 25.

Primary Intelligence enables more than 18,000 product management, marketing, sales, competitive 

intelligence, and customer experience professionals across more than 30 industries to hear the voice of their 

buyers. It’s all possible thanks to our TruVoice software, proven methodologies, and exceptional people.
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